Supportive topical tranexamic acid application for hemostasis in oral bleeding events - Retrospective cohort study of 542 patients.
Tranexamic acid (TXA) is widely used in the prevention of postsurgical oral bleeding. Tranexamic acid in addition to further surgical measures is widely utilized in prevention of post-surgical oral bleeding. The aim of the present study was to investigate: Can oral hemostasis be achieved by merely compression and topical application of tranexamic acid in different anticoagulant regimes among patients attending a general emergency department? Where are the limits to this procedure? Which has the greater impact on surgeons' choice for an invasive hemostatic approach-bleeding quality or oral anticoagulant therapy? A retrospective cohort study of 542 patients who consecutively received treatment for oral bleeding was performed. We surveyed the values of the diverse hemostatic approaches. Special attention was granted to patient anticoagulant regimen and quality of the oral bleeding event. A total of 199 of 542 (36.7%) oral bleeding events were stopped by compression with a gauze or gauze soaked with TXA (4.8%). Stopping an oral bleeding event with wound compression can be improved by factor 1.6 if the gauze is soaked with tranexamic acid (4.8%), p ≤ 0.05. LMWH presented significantly more moderate bleeding than bloody oozing of the wound, p < 0.05. The quality of bleeding had a strong influence on oral surgeons' decisions to apply further surgical means. Sutures and native collagen fleeces were the favored methods to stop moderate and severe bleeding (p < 0.05). Topical application of TXA aids as a useful supportive tool to stop mild bleeding events such as the bloody oozing of an oral wound. The quality of an oral bleeding episode should be considered in the choice of hemostatic measure. Hemostatic approaches should begin with the least invasive procedure. TXA is a helpful tool.